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‘The right to die is as inviolable as the right to life’. Sir Mark Oliphant

SA Joint Committee on End of
Life Choices: an update
The Joint Committee on End of Life Choices
(EOLC), established on 4th April 2019, has now
completed the witness hearings that were held

with a terminal illness commits a lonely suicide;
lonely because they have to do this by themselves.
If there was anyone present, they could be accused
of assisting a suicide.

made presentations to members of the committee

…Eileen Dawe [90 years] documented her
seen by South Australian parliamentarians [and
duly forwarded to State MPs]…It is a 28-page
diary, all in her own hand. One of the most searing
claims in this is ‘My country’s laws decree death
by a thousand cuts for me.’
(VAD) law:
…He hadn’t been ready to die. He still wanted to
be with friends. He was still enjoying the weekly
coffee times we had together where we would
look over The Far Side cartoons and have a
good laugh. But he had to act while he could still
manage the procedure by himself.
I am deeply saddened and angry that Browny was
forced to this action. A voluntary assisted dying
law would have afforded him peace of mind and
actually enabled him to live longer. We know that
there are suicides by people with a terminal illness.
You would have heard this through the submission
of the South Australia Police. Of over 200 suicides
every year in South Australia, 11 per cent are by a
person with a terminal illness. It is approximately
22 people a year. Almost every fortnight, a person

… There is [also] no credible evidence of coercion.
For example, the Oregon Death with Dignity law
has been operating for about 25 years. The current
annual report in 2020 mirrors most of the prior
ones. It again says that most people had cancer;
that they were white, well-educated and had a
median age in the 70s; that they had private health
insurance; and that 90 per cent were already
enrolled in hospice. That is hardly a vulnerable
cohort.
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committee with a chart comparing the Victorian

…We would see that someone with a disability
who then gets cancer or something would have
a lot of trouble accessing this law. Our bigger
problem would be making it more accessible for
those witnesses when you are socially isolated;
independent witnesses. You are in a home
somewhere and it’s a religious institution and none
of them want to talk to you [about this issue]. It is
all of those things.
SAVES’ three witnesses then answered a range of
The EOLC will now consider the written and oral

Western Australia
In December 2019, WA became the second

process for people who are also dealing within
Disease,
transport logistics and costs,

not listen’,

My part is to bring it back to the person who is
going to tread this pathway and make sure that it is
both safe and accessible to them… And that sort of
keeps us on track.
References:
Associated Press 13/5/2020

Please note SAVES new bank account details
for membership renewals and donations which
is also recorded in the membership form on
page 11:
People’s Choice Credit Union
Acct number 102 500 039
BSB 805 050
SA Voluntary Euthanasia Society Inc
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Queensland
be debated or passed this term, as Premier

July 2020

SAVES 2020 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Box Factory 59 Regent St South, Adelaide
November 15th 2020 at 2.15 pm
** However, due to the impact of COVID 19 there is the potential for changing
restrictions on public gatherings. Please carefully check the November 2020 SAVES
Bulletin for an update on whether the AGM will go ahead in the usual format. If

legislation and, in March, recommending that it be

Eight reasons why a VAD law is
essential

1. Too many Australians are dying ‘bad’ deaths

Tasmania

2. Palliative care is excellent but it can’t
alleviate all suffering
Tasmania has made three attempts at law reform

According to the draft Bill, a person seeking to
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that VAD can form a legitimate part of medical
7. Equity and fairness
4. It shouldn’t be a crime for a doctor to help a
dying patient die peacefully

While eligible Victorians can seek medical
assistance to die, with WA to follow in 2021,

8. It’s a matter of choice

5. VAD laws protect the vulnerable

Reference:

6. VAD laws lead to a better doctor-patient
relationship

NZ referendum on VAD

2002), shows satisfaction with health care at
that if VAD was to become law “87% of people

SAVES Bulletin is available by email
Please consider this option to reduce postage
costs. Email info@saves.asn.au to receive future
editions by email.
Thank you.
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following criteria:
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eased
that:
or weeks remaining prohibits people with

Act will come into force 12 months after the date

Reference:

VAD and dementia

In a recent article in

, Go

to dementia:
I spent hundreds of hours having conversations
with politicians on all sides of the debate, and
what I saw very clearly was that almost without
exception, MPs saw this [VAD] as the most
legislation they would ever be asked to vote on.
The whole point of making an ACD, a document
which has legal force, is to have a means of
ensuring that one’s wishes will be respected. To
suggest that an ACD sometimes ought not to be
followed seems inconsistent with the rationale for

References:
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people with dementia and carers’ responses to the [Victorian]

Reference:

VAD: equity and access
acknowledging that some people are more

Countering misinformation on
VAD

Fatal Flaw

maintain:

Fatal Flaws fails

While the Act contains some elements that
access for eligible patients.

Fatal Fraud

SAVES membership renewals are due
in February each year
We look forward to your continuing support.
When making payments to SAVES through EFT
please ensure that you include full details of
your name and contact details
Thank you!
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References:
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VAD: ‘a safe and reasonable thing
to do’

stated that the passage and operation of laws in

DONATIONS TO SAVES
Donations may be made as a one off

It is also illegal for a practitioner to initiate

All donations over $2.00 are fully
tax deductible. A general donation
or regular or monthly donations are
greatly appreciated. Your gift will work
towards the alleviation of suffering.
A receipt will be issued for taxation
purposes. Please let us know if you do
not want a receipt.

Bequests
of an estate. The wording for a gift of
South Australian Voluntary Euthanasia
Society Inc. the sum of $......’ If you
wish to leave your entire estate to
give and bequeath the whole of my
real and personal estate to the South
Society Inc’.
SAVES is staffed entirely by
volunteers. Since its formation in 1983,
SAVES has worked towards law reform
that enables a compassionate and
humane response to unbearable and
hopeless suffering.
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‘Old Age’
to SAVES Bulletin editor by Leonie Maddern to
be shared with SAVES members. It is presented
verbatim:
What shall I do with this absurdity —
O heart, O troubled heart — this caricature,
Decrepit age that has been tied to me
As to a dog’s tail?
1939]

Thank you Leonie for sharing this poem and your
thoughts.

The World Federation of Right to
Die Societies
Founded in 1980 the World Federation of
Right to Die Societies is an international
federation of associations that promote
access to voluntary euthanasia. It
holds regular international meetings on
dying and death. The World Federation
consists of 45 right to die organizations
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Voluntary assisted dying laws are based on evidence
Voluntary assisted dying laws are based on evidence
Voluntary assisted dying laws are based on evidence
Using evidence in health policy making is both critically important and well
Using evidence in health policy making is both critically important and well
accepted.
It applies
equally
to law
making
for voluntary
dying
Using
evidence
in health
policy
making
is both
critically assisted
important
and (VAD).
well
accepted. It applies equally to law making for voluntary assisted dying (VAD).
accepted. It applies equally to law making for voluntary assisted dying (VAD).
•
•
•

A failure to properly consider evidence can lead to compromised law-making
A failure to properly consider evidence can lead to compromised law-making
and
associated
regulatory
frameworks.
results
in negative impacts
for
A failure
to properly
consider
evidenceThis
can lead
to compromised
law-making
and associated regulatory frameworks. This results in negative impacts for
patients,
healthregulatory
professionals
and the wider
and associated
frameworks.
This health
resultssystem.
in negative impacts for
patients, health professionals and the wider health system.
patients, health professionals and the wider health system.

• Law making on complex social policy inevitably and appropriately requires
• Law making on complex social policy inevitably and appropriately requires
diverse
ethical viewpoints.
• balancing
Law making
on complex
social policy inevitably and appropriately requires
balancing diverse ethical viewpoints.
balancing diverse ethical viewpoints.
•
•
•

However, the critical issue is to distinguish viewpoints about the ethics of VAD
However, the critical issue is to distinguish viewpoints about the ethics of VAD
perspectives
viewpoints
based
on facts.viewpoints about the ethics of VAD
However, thefrom
critical
issue is to
distinguish
perspectives from viewpoints based on facts.
perspectives from viewpoints based on facts.

•
•
•

Significant and reliable evidence comes from a range of sources: population
Significant and reliable evidence comes from a range of sources: population
studies,
suchand
as reliable
those conducted
the Netherlands
and
peerSignificant
evidencein
comes
from a range
of Belgium;
sources: population
studies, such as those conducted in the Netherlands and Belgium; peerreviewed
literature
andconducted
research reported
in international
journals;peerand reports
studies, such
as those
in the Netherlands
and Belgium;
reviewed literature and research reported in international journals; and reports
from
health
departments.
reviewed
literature
and research reported in international journals; and reports
from health departments.
from health departments.

• At the other end of the spectrum are less reliable anecdotes, or ‘opinions’ based
• At the other end of the spectrum are less reliable anecdotes, or ‘opinions’ based
ideological
and
standpoints.
• on
At the
other end
of religious
the spectrum
are less reliable anecdotes, or ‘opinions’ based
on ideological and religious standpoints.
on ideological and religious standpoints.
References:
References:
This newsletter is informed by the article from White, BP & Willmott, L (2019) ‘Evidence-based law making
References:
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assisted
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Australian
ReviewBP
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31778640
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the articleHealth
from White,
& Willmott, L (2019) ‘Evidence-based law making
on
voluntary
assisted
dying’by
Australian
ReviewBP
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31778640
This
newsletter
is informed
the articleHealth
from White,
& Willmott, L (2019) ‘Evidence-based law making
on voluntary assisted dying’ Australian Health Review https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/31778640
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SAVE-YA Syndicated Australian Voluntary
Euthanasia Youth Advocates
Facebook: Support SAVE-YA Law Reform

SAVES was established in
1983 to campaign for legal,
medically assisted voluntary
euthanasia. The aim is to
end suffering by providing
choice in dying.
SAVES works in the
community and with
Members of Parliament to
achieve law reform.

Doctors for Assisted Dying Choice
drs4assisteddyingchoice.org

A national youth lobby group which aims to provide a youth
voice in support of legalising voluntary
euthanasia in all States and Territories.
Members between ages 18 and 35 are
encouraged to join, make contact with
their local MP and inform them of their
support for voluntary euthanasia law
reform.

We are a national organisation of Australian
medical practitioners, both current and retired,
who are committed to having a legal choice of
providing information and assistance to rational
adults, who, for reasons of no realistic chance of
cure or relief from intolerable symptoms, would
like to gently end their lives.

Christians Supporting Choice For Voluntary
Assisted Dying
christiansforvad.org.au

Assistance may be by doctor provision of
medication for the patient to consume, or by
doctor-administration.

We are Christians who believe that, as
a demonstration of love and
compassion, those with a terminal or
hopeless illness should have the option
of a pain-free, peaceful and dignified
death with legal voluntary assisted
dying / voluntary euthanasia. This is
strongly supported by the majority of Australian Christians.

South Australian Nurses Supporting Choices
in Dying
facebook: SA Nurses Supporting
Choices in Dying
We are a group of passionate nurses
who believe in our patient’s right to
choose the end of life care they wish.
The group provides a forum for the
nursing voice and perspective on legalising voluntary
euthanasia and other patient choices in end of life care.

MY BODY MY Choice-VE
facebook.com/pages/MY-BODY-MY-Choice-VE
MBMC provides a voice for people with disability in the VE
reform debate. MBMC represents the interests of people with
disabilities who wish to exercise choice in all aspects of their
life, including choice at the end of life,
with the view that choice and control
are a fundamental human right for
everyone.
MBMC argues that people with
disabilities know how it feels to lose
personal autonomy through their
ongoing fight for self-determination,
independent living and disability rights.
MBMC believes that people with disabilities, who have
struggled to control their own lives and bodies, must be allowed
to maintain control and autonomy throughout their life,
especially at its end.
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Respecting rational patient end-of-life choices

Lawyers for Death with Dignity

Lawyers for Death with Dignity acknowledges
the need for people with profound suffering
to have the legal choice for a medically
assisted and dignified death.
The current law says suicide is not illegal,
but assisting suicide is. People in a
terminal state may have profound,
unbearable suffering and be in the
undignified position of being unable to end their life without
assistance.
Advances in medicine have improved life expectancy, but South
Australian law has not changed to reflect the often forgotten
deterioration in quality of life that a longer life expectancy may
bring.

Paramedics Supporting Choices in Dying
facebook: Paramedics Supporting Choices in Dying
Paramedics Supporting Choices in Dying is
an advocacy group promoting the rights of
people to make decisions regarding their
end of life wishes.
To go without pain, without trauma, without breaking the law,
without endangering others and without suffering. To go gently,
peacefully and with dignity.
We support good palliative care, encourage the use of Advance
Care Directives and advocate for law reform to legalise the choice
for voluntary euthanasia and voluntary assisted dying.

SA Voluntary Euthanasia Society Inc. Membership Form

SAVES’ members support the society’s primary objective which is a change in the law,
so that in appropriate circumstances and with defined safeguards, death may be brought
about as an option of last resort in medical practice. These circumstances include the free
and informed request of the patient and the free exercise of professional medical judgement
and conscience of the doctor. SAVES IS NOT ABLE TO HELP PEOPLE END THEIR LIVES.

SAVES’ Primary Objective:
A change to the law in South Australia so that in appropriate circumstances, and with defined
safeguards, death may be brought about as an option of last resort in medical practice. These
circumstances include the free and informed request of the patient and the free exercise of
professional medical judgment and conscience of the doctor.

Committee:
President
Vice Presidents

Frances Coombe
Julia Anaf
Kip Fuller

Hon. Secretary / Minutes Secretary
Hon. Treasurer

Frances Greenwood
Jo Hayhurst

Patrons

Emeritus Professor Graham Nerlich
Emeritus Professor John Willoughby

Telephone

Frances Coombe 0421 305 684

Internet

www.saves.asn.au

SAVES Bulletin is published three times a year by the SA Voluntary Euthanasia Society Inc.
(SAVES). Letters, articles and other material for possible publication are welcome and should
be sent to SAVES Bulletin Editor, SAVES, PO Box 2151, Kent Town SA 5071.
The statements and views expressed by contributors do not necessarily represent SAVES
and given appropriate acknowledgement.

Editor: Julia Anaf
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